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 Colorado IOUs have a 30% RES by 2020.
 Certain Muni’s and Co‐ops have a 10% RES.
 The IOUs oﬀer solar PV RECs and rebates.
 IOUs use competitive bidding to acquire

wholesale renewable energy.
 Colorado is making progress.

 IOUs acquire RE from projects over 2 MW by

competitive bidding.
 High transaction costs are incurred to bid ($10,000).
 Access to transmission system is uncertain.
 Technologies included in the bid may not be favored.
 Bid evaluation process is not transparent.
 Bidders are concerned about IOUs “gaming” the
process.
Bids too low may result in failed projects.

 Solar REC amounts are declining rapidly.
 The $2 per watt installed capacity rebate may be next.
 New non‐solar RE may further reduce RES incentives.
 Pricing uncertainty creates risk.
 Higher risk discourages investment or requires a higher

return on investment.
 Risk negatively impacts renewable energy companies.

 Our Health: Is linked to halting pollution from fossil

fuels and using renewable energy.
 Our National Security: Is linked to democratizing our
relationship to energy by replacing vulnerable supplies
of electricity and imported fuels with distributed RE.
 Our Economic Prosperity: Is linked to claiming our
right to harvest the abundant renewable energy around
us.
 By making RE ﬁnanceable, FITs advance health,
national security and economic prosperity.

 FITs reduce transactional costs.

 FITs provide a ﬁxed payment based on levelized cost.
 FITs provide a modest return on investment (5‐6%).
 FITs are paid over a ﬁnanceable 10‐20 year horizon.
 FITs lower borrowing costs by lowering project risk.

 FITs provide access to the distribution grid.
 FITs can be ﬂexible to encourage diﬀerent RE technologies.
.

 FITs can be ﬂexible to encourage broad participation.
 FITs can be used to achieve RES goals.
 FITs can incentivize renewable energy production.

 IOUs may resist FITs as new debt (PPAs) requiring

new
equity investment.
 IOUs may resist setting a FIT incentive rate which
recovers project costs plus a modest ROI. (Xcel in WI.)
 IOUs may resist changes to their opaque competitive
bidding process and to their central generation model.
 But, IOUs may welcome new ways to meet the RES
and new ways to integrate RE on the grid.
 Legislation can mandate IOU compliance with FITs.

 Munis, as local governments, should ﬁnd FITs

attractive to stimulate investment in RE.
 Munis have no proﬁt‐motivated shareholders to
please, but must manage cost increases from FITs.
 Munis should have a keen interest in encouraging
local innovation and job creation. (Gainsville, FL)
 Munis can create FIT programs without statewide
legislation.

 REAs in Colorado are required to purchase 95% of

their power from one generation and transmission
provider.
 REAs may self‐generate the remaining 5% of their
requirements.
 REAs, as member‐owned co‐ops, are motivated to
encourage local renewable energy development.
 REAs can create their own FIT programs, but the G&T
provider may require statewide legislation.

